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ABSTRACT
Even avid users of mobile applications turn a blind eye to
privacy settings. Still mobile applications remain the key
means by which users share sensitive personal information.
It is unclear if users just do not care, if they are missing
the appropriate tools or user interfaces, or if they live in
the delusion of being in control of their data. We argue
that non-user-friendly design presents a key obstacle in making privacy controls work: it hinders users to effectively set
up and maintain privacy settings. Our ultimate goal is to
support the user by automatically suggesting access control lists based on an analysis of her communication metadata.To guide us in the design of such privacy suggestions,
we perform an explorative questionnaire-based study with
42 participants. Our results confirm that users are overtaxed with existing schemes. We identify the expectations
and preferences of users, thus facilitating the design of improved solutions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection; H.1.2 [Information
Systems]: User/Machine Systems—Human factors

General Terms
Human Factors, Security, Experimentation

1.

INTRODUCTION

The total number of mobile active Facebook users increased from 425 to 798 million between 2012 and 2015 [1,
19]. Already in 2011, 510 comments were estimated to be
posted, 293,000 statuses to be updated, and 136,000 photos to be uploaded on average every minute by the FaceCopyright © 2015 by the Association for Computing Machinery, Inc.
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book community [18]. To control the access to these posted
contents, social media users can often choose between predefined groups (e.g., everyone, friends) or define specific groups
by manually selecting individuals from their contacts [10].
Several user studies, however, show that the existing mechanisms are not appropriate. For example, these mechanisms
have been found to be time-consuming and complex for
users [9], leading to sharing with unintended audience [7,
27]. Moreover, the proposed methods are static and thus
do not consider the post context as well as the relationship
dynamics between users [10]. As a result, users need to constantly maintain their access control lists in addition to the
creation overhead. In practice, users however rarely reuse
and update existing lists [29].
To improve the current state-of-the-art, the efforts required by users to configure their sharing settings should
be reduced. To this end, we propose to support users by
suggesting privacy settings based on the sensitivity of the
content to be posted and the current strength of their social relationships to other users. For example, only socially
close users would be suggested for a post rated as sensitive.
By doing so, lists of contacts would be dynamically created
and tailored to the post to be published. To cater for both
awareness and control, users would be able to validate or
disprove the suggestions before posting content. In order to
create these suggestions, we first aim at analyzing communication data already available on the users’ mobile phones
(i.e., calls, SMS, MMS, and e-mails in our case) to identify
and classify existing social relationships. We have conducted
an explorative questionnaire-based study involving 42 participants in total. Among them, 19 participants tested our
mobile app logging and processing both incoming and outgoing communication to extract statistics about their, e.g.,
duration, length, or the time of the day and contributed
data during approximately one month. By conducting this
deployment, we first have confirmed the feasibility of our
approach by collecting real-world data for classifying social
relationships as detailed in [22]. Secondly, we have examined the acceptance of potential users having run the app
on their phone. Indeed, our approach relies on analyzing
sensitive information about users to be able to provide suggestions, thus helping them to protect their privacy. Even if
both collection and processing are conducted on the phones
only, users might perceive them as an invasion to their pri-
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Figure 1: Audience suggestions displayed during the creation of a new post
vacy and be reluctant to use our proposed approach. Within
the scope of this paper, we hence report the study results.
Among others, our results confirm the difficulties users encounter in using existing mechanisms based on static lists,
which is consistent with existing surveys such as [7, 9, 27].
In addition to provide us insights about the final design of
our concept, the results are encouraging and show that a
majority of the participants would be ready to use it. Even
7% would trust the system and let it automatically apply
the generated suggestions.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. We
first detail the current state-of-the-art in Sec. 2, before introducing our concept in Sec. 3. We present our questionnairebased study and discuss the results in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5,
respectively. We finally discuss related work in Sec. 6, before making concluding remarks in Sec. 7.

2.

CURRENT FACEBOOK APPROACH

In what follows, we provide a brief overview of the current
mechanisms available to users to control and review the audience of their posts. We employed these mechanisms in our
questionnaire-based survey introduced in Sec. 4. We have
selected Facebook as an example due to its large user base.
As of mid 2015, protecting the privacy of content in Facebook is cumbersome. When creating a post or uploading a
picture, users can define its audience using the provided audience selector tool. They can decide to make it public, share
it with all their contacts, or restrict the access to themselves
only. They can also choose the custom option. In this case,
they can manually select individual contacts or groups of
contacts as well as explicitly exclude them. To create such
a group, users can either use those predefined by Facebook
(e.g., close friends, family, acquaintances, or colleagues) or
specify a new one. Note that Facebook makes suggestions
about potential members of the predefined groups but only
based on the information manually provided by the users in

their profiles (such as work and education or relationships
and family members). To populate the different groups,
users still need to individually select each member. Once
a group is created, users can further define privacy restrictions to be applied to this specific group. Facebook finally
remembers the user-selected sharing settings, which then become the default settings proposed for the next post. Note
that the Facebook mobile app however does not provide all
aforementioned options. By using it, users can neither edit
and create new contact groups nor select the custom option.
After having selected the audience for their posts, users
can review their settings using the proposed View As tool.
It allows them to verify whether the selected settings correspond to their initial intention by adopting the perspective
of the public or a particular contact. By using it, the users
see their own timeline with the eyes of their selected audience.

3.

PROPOSED APPROACH

Instead of manually populating the groups to share content with, we propose to support the users in this step by
estimating the strength of their social relationships based
on their interactions with other users. In addition, we aim
at inferring the sensitivity of the post to be published to
be able to suggest an appropriate audience. The users can
either (partially or fully) adopt or ignore the displayed suggestions. In the latter case, they can use the existing mechanisms to select the post’s audience, such as making it public
or available to all their friends. In the following, we detail
the different steps of our approach.

3.1

Mobile Data Collection and Processing

Our approach relies on an analysis of interactions between
users to determine their degree of closeness. To this end,
we consider communication data already available on the
user phone. In our prototype, we consider contact names,

phone calls, SMS, MMS, and e-mails. Similarly to [14], we
collect different features, such as call frequency and duration or e-mail length to classify the corresponding contacts
into different categories. Indeed, a preliminary study has
highlighted that users interact differently with their family,
friends, or colleagues [3]. The data collection automatically
runs in the background depending on the user’s preferences,
such as the time of the day or the frequency. Users can deactivate the collection function when they wish. Once the
data are logged, they are leveraged for two purposes, namely
transparency and classification. Since we are processing personal data, we believe that transparency is a key factor in
the acceptance of our approach as already shown in orthogonal domains [8]. To this end, users can access and display
different statistics about the collected data in dedicated interfaces. By doing so, users can visualize them and hence
make an informed decision to continue using the app or not.
Moreover, the collected data are primarily meant to serve
in the classification of interacting users into several groups,
such as friends, family, acquaintances, schoolmates, and colleagues. The classification results are however considered as
out of scope of this paper.

3.2

Sensitivity Assessment

To suggest an appropriate audience, our approach further
aims at estimating the sensitivity of posts by considering
different factors, such as current time and location, tagged
persons, and content type. For example, a picture taken at
2 am close to a nightclub might be more sensitive than one
taken on a Sunday afternoon in a park. In our mock-up illustrated in Fig. 1, the estimated sensitivity is displayed using
a colored bar (see Marker 3 in Fig. 1(a)). An non-critical
post is coded using one green unit, while a very sensitive
post is coded using five red units. If necessary, users can
modify the estimated sensitivity degree.

3.3

Suggestion Display

When users create new posts, they are notified by an icon
and a text that privacy suggestions are available and can be
accessed (see Markers 1 and 2 in Fig. 1(a)). A list of suggested contacts is computed and displayed below the post
to be published based on both the estimated sensitivity and
inferred relationships strength (see Marker 4). For each contact, the profile picture, name, and the inferred relationship
category are displayed. Users can remove individual contacts by deselecting them (see Marker 5) or add new ones
using the + add contacts option. Changes are taken into
consideration to improve future suggestions. If the users are
satisfied with the audience, they can apply these settings
(see Fig. 1(b)). Otherwise, they can use the existing mechanisms using the use default settings option. The publication
occurs when the users select the post option in Fig. 1(a).

4.

QUESTIONNAIRE-BASED STUDY

We have distributed our questionnaire to 42 volunteers. 19
of them had experienced our app monitoring their communication patterns during one month. The questionnaire was in
German and participants needed between 15 and 30 minutes
in average to answer it. No incentives were provided. Note
that the ethics committee of our university reviewed and
approved our app deployment and the corresponding data
processing. In the following, we first present demographic
information about the participants, before surveying their

use of current tools provided in Facebook. We finally study
their attitudes towards privacy suggestions.

4.1

Demographics

A majority of our participants are male (69%). Their age
ranges between 22 and 58 (m=30, SD=10). Most of them
are students (64%) followed by employees (24%) and selfemployed (10%). 2% are unemployed. 57% are studying
or working in the fields of natural sciences, computer science, or engineering. Other working areas are accounting
and management (7%), humanities (7%), social and healthcare (5%), architecture and civil engineering (2%), marketing and sales (2%), and production (2%). All participants
use their phone multiple times a day and indicated to spend
around 2.79 hours using it daily. 73% of our participants
consult their Facebook profile at least once a day. Overall, the participants indicated to have an experience level
of 4 on a scale from 1 (beginner) to 5 (expert) (SD=0.9).
A Mann-Whitney U test shows that the participants’ experience significantly differs based on their gender (U =262,
n=42, p=0.046, r=40.4). In particular, male participants
indicated to be globally more experienced than female participants. Based on a 5-point Likert scale, the participants
rated the importance of the protection of their privacy on
Facebook. The result shows that 79% consider the protection of their privacy as important to very important. Note
that we only report statistically significant results within
the scope of this paper. For example, we observe based on
Kruskal-Wallis tests that the participants’ age has no significant effect on their answers and therefore not comment
further on it.

4.2

Experience with the Current Facebook Approach

We asked the participants about their experience with solutions currently available in Facebook (see Sec. 2 for a detailed description).

4.2.1

Visibility and Review

Almost all participants (95%) use the existing configuration tools to restrict the visibility of their posts. In more
detail, 45% always restrict the visibility to their friends, 7%
to their friends plus friends-of-friends, and 5% do not share
their posts with others. In comparison, 38% adapt the post
visibility to the content to be published. Once the visibility
of their posts is configured, 58% of our participants use the
View As tool to review their configuration. In contrast, 12%
rely on their friends to test their settings, while 27% do not
review them. The remaining does not know. Similarly, 63%
have already activated the timeline review function, while
23% have not used it yet and the remaining do not know
this function.
While a majority of our participants claim to apply the
provided tools to configure and review their settings, not all
participants know them or use them.

4.2.2

List Creation and Management

As detailed in Sec. 2, Facebook users also have the possibility to manually select individuals to create lists to share
content with. In our sample, 85% know this option, but only
28% have already created at least one list. Among list creators, 18% indicated that they have never used their created
list(s). Further 38% found that creating and managing lists
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Figure 2: Distribution of the scores attributed to the
question “How often do you configure the visibility
of a new post before publishing it”. A score of 1
corresponds to never and 5 to always.

is time-consuming. Note that the number of created lists
ranges between two and ten for these participants.
Two Kruskal-Wallis H tests indicate a significant difference in the participants’ perception of the effort demanded
by the list creation and management depending on (1) their
own experience (χ2 (2)=4.91, n=34, p=0.027) and (2) how
they review their privacy settings (see Sec. 4.2.1) (χ2 (2)=9.57,
n=34, p=0.023). In the former case, participants having already created and maintained lists find the process more
cumbersome than those who have not. In the latter case, a
pair-wise application of the Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni
correction shows that participants relying on their friends to
test their settings find this process significantly more cumbersome than participants who do not review them at all
(Z=15.2, n=34, p=0.047, r=2.60).
Participants having not created lists yet, gave the following main reasons: (1) they do not see their utility (61%),
(2) lists are confusing and require to remember who is in
which list and which content is shared (22%), and (3) lists
are time-consuming (13%) (multiple choices possible).
We hence observe that creating and managing lists is cumbersome for our participants. As a result, only a minority is
actually using them on a regular basis.

4.2.3

Publishing Experience and Behaviors

93% of our participants have already published content
on Facebook. As shown in Fig. 2, 22% never configure the
visibility of their posts before publication. In this case, it
is however difficult to interpret if these participants have,
for instance, very restrictive privacy settings and therefore
do not need to modify them, or if they are eager to share
new content and thus do not take the time to change their
settings. A Kruskal-Wallis H test reveals a relationship
between the participants’ reviewing behavior and the frequency at which they use lists to control the access to their
posts (χ2 (2)=4.23, n=11, p=0.040). In our sample, we observe that those, who rely on their friends to check their
settings, use lists more often than others. Nevertheless,
11% revealed that they have already shared contents with
an unintended audience and 19% do not know. Such result highlight that existing tools do not sufficiently support
the users in their decision to either share contents or protect their privacy. To better understand the reason(s) of
such unintentional sharing, we asked the participants to describe the underlying scenario. One participant mentioned
that she had published a picture on her timeline, instead
of sending it in a private message. Another one published

a picture during a party and regretted it afterwards, as it
was “not supposed to be seen by the rest of the world”. As
a result, 57% indicated that “they have already refrained
from posting contents intended to one particular group of
contacts” because (1) the individual configuration was too
time-consuming (31%), (2) they were afraid to disclose them
to untended audience (17%), (3) the individual configuration
was too complex (9%), and (4) they did not know how to
restrict the access to individuals (2%) (multiple choices possible). In the free-text field, two participants mentioned the
time effort required by the current sharing lists: “[...] creating a new list is too time-consuming” and “[...]it is faster
for me to send it using messages to the concerned persons.”
Another participant “did not published her post because she
had tried to configure the visibility, but it somehow turned
out to be too complicated”.
In summary, the participants’ answers show that the existing tools may not be optimal as they remain complex and
time-consuming for several participants. As a result, our
participants do not always know them or use them irregularly. For some of them, this has already resulted in sharing
contents with unintended audience or even refraining from
publishing contents.

4.3

Suggestions of Privacy Settings

After having surveyed the experience of our participants
with existing mechanisms in Facebook, we introduced our
proposed approach by means of a textual description accompanied by mock-ups as those shown in Sec. 3. We then
asked them to evaluate our approach based on different criteria. As shown in Fig. 3, a majority found our approach
rather helpful (67%), time-saving (60%), protecting privacy
(62%), and supportive (72%).

4.3.1

Data Collection

To infer the nature of social relationships and hence suggest privacy settings, our approach needs to monitor the
users’ communication patterns. While the processing is meant
to be conducted on the phone, the data collection may be
perceived by the users as an intrusion to their privacy. To
gain insights about potential concerns, we asked our participants to rate the sensitivity of different data types based
on a 5-point Likert scale. A score of 5 corresponds to highly
sensitive. Fig. 4 summarizes the distribution of the participants’ ratings. A Friedman test shows a significant difference in perceived sensitivity depending on the data type
(χ2 (2)=23.4, n=40, p=0.000). A pair-wise application of the
Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction indicates that the
participants rated the phone contacts as significantly more
sensitive than e-mail (Z=1.30, n=40, p=0.028, r=0.20) and
MMS metadata (Z=1.23, n=40, p=0.046, r=0.20). Differences between the others data types are statistically insignificant. Asked if the data collection would stop them
to use our approach, the participants remain divided: 43%
answered yes, 38% said no, and the remaining do not know.
In particular, call metadata are the most selected data type
followed by e-mail and SMS metadata that would stop participants from adopting our approach as illustrated in Fig. 5
(multiple choices possible).

4.3.2

Data Processing

After having investigated how participants perceive data
collection, we next focus on data processing. To this end, we
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Figure 3: Distribution of the participants’ ratings for different evaluation criteria
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Figure 5: Distribution of the participants’ answer to
the question “Indicate the data type(s) whose collection would stop you from using our approach”

asked the participants to indicate which condition(s) need(s)
to be fulfilled so that they would accept both the analysis of
their data as well as the inference of their social relationships
by our system. In both cases, more than 80% of the participants indicated that the collected data as well as inferred
relationships should not leave their phone and be accessed
by third parties. One participant especially commented that
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Figure 6: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score
attributed to different factors potentially affecting
the post’s sensitivity

“[f]or [him], it is important that the system does not spy on
[him]. If using it, [he] want[s] to know exactly which data
it obtains and how data is processed. Its actions, the data
it processes, and the permissions it uses to do so must be
clearly evident to [him]”. As expected, confidentiality and
transparency are confirmed to be key aspects in the participants’ acceptance.

4.3.3

Content Analysis and Sensitivity

As detailed in Sec. 3, our approach aims at proposing an
appropriate audience based on the sensitivity of the content
to be published. To be able to later match the content with
different contact groups, we asked our participants to rate
on a 5-point Likert scale how different factors influence a
post’s sensitivity. A score of 1 means no influence. Fig. 6
summarizes the results. A Friedman test shows a significant difference between the different factors (χ2 (2)=32.656,
n=37, p=0.000). A pair-wise application of the Wilcoxon
test with Bonferroni correction shows that the participants
perceived the time at which a content is created as less sensitive than the users’ location (Z=-1.34, n=37, p=0.000,
r=0.22), the post type (Z=-1.16, n=37, p=0.001, r=0.19),

Table 1: Proposed content types categorized by sensitivity
Content
Sensitivity
Criticism or anger about job
Extreme
Personal issues
Own relationships (e.g., status, statements to own relationship)
Family
High
Health issues (e.g., disease, diet, etc.)
Own contents that involve other contacts (e.g., through tagging)
External contents involving the participant (e.g., through tagging)
Contents with negative slang (e.g., usage of swearwords)
Medium
Job in general
Party and night life
Social or ethical statement (e.g., about animal testing)
Religion
Low
Politics
Hobby
Entertainment (e.g., contents shared via 9GAG, Pinterest, or YouTube)
News
Economics
Very low
Culture
Music
Knowledge and science
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Figure 7: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score
attributed to different content types detailed in
Tab. 1

or its author(s) (Z=-1.18, n=37, p=0.001, r=0.19). No
statistically significant differences are observed between the
other factors, but 75% of the participants indicated that
these three factors have at least a moderate influence on the
post’s sensitivity. Regarding the participants’ gender, we
only observe a significant difference in the case of the post’s
author(s) (U =-79.0, n=39, p=0.018, r=12.6). Female participants especially rated this factor as more sensitive than
male participants. Additional factors were also cited by the
participants, such as potential persons tagged in the post or
the type of devices from which the post is published.
We then further investigated how participants quantify
the sensitivity of a post depending on its content. To this
end, we submitted different content types partially derived
from [27] to the participants. Again, a score of 1 means that
the considered content type is rated as not sensitive at all,
while a score of 5 means that it is highly sensitive. Based on
the results displayed in Fig. 7, we categorize the proposed
content types into different sensitivity categories presented
in Tab. 1. Against our expectations, contents related to potential health issues are globally rated by the participants as
less sensitive than other personal issues. Similarly, religion
and politics are rated relatively low. While this classification
is by no means exhaustive, it however allows us to determine

trends in terms of content sensitivity and later map them to
different generated contact groups.
In addition, different factors have a significant effect on
the sensitivity scores attributed to certain content types. For
example, iOS users find that sharing content involving other
contacts is significantly more sensitive than Android users
(Z=11.7, n=42, p=0.021, r=1.80). Participants sharing
posts using the option “friends and friends of friends” rated
the sensitivity of contents including negative slang higher
than those sharing no posts (Z=-30.5, n=39, p=0.023, r=4.88)
and those dynamically adapting the public to the post’s content (Z=-20.6, n=39, p=0.031, r=3.31). This difference
may be due to the fact that the latter subgroups of participants are more in control of the audience of the post
than the former. Finally, the ratings of participants having
already activated the view as tool (i.e., being potentially
more aware of privacy issues than the others) are significantly higher than others regarding contents related to (1)
family (Z=11.1, n=40, p=0.020, r=1.76), (2) criticism or
anger about job (Z=7.30, n=39, p=0.030, r=1.17), and (3)
health issues (Z=9.60, n=40, p=0.049, r=1.52).

4.3.4

Suggested Users

Instead of requesting users to manually populate the group(s)
to share content with, our approach would suggest them
potential users already classified into different groups. We
therefore surveyed which groups would be appropriate. Except a 24% of the participants who would not make a distinction between different audience groups, the remaining
named in average 4 groups mainly including friends, family, acquaintances, schoolmates, and colleagues. As a result,
their answers converge with the groups proposed in our approach as defined in Sec. 3.1.
With our approach, we aim at providing suggestions to
privacy settings and therefore support the users’ in their
configuration. Nevertheless, our objective is not to develop
a system that would automatically decide for the users. On
the contrary, we want that users maintain control over their
privacy. This control however requires user interactions to,
e.g., confirm that they agree with the proposed settings or
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improve the suggestions. We therefore examined how often
our participants would be ready to interact with our approach to improve the proposed suggestions. 17% claim to
be ready to always provide feedback, while others are willing
to do it either occasionally (43%) or only at the beginning
(26%). The remaining do not want to provide feedback because they either would not want to use our approach or
would not accept suggestions. Note that the answers only
provide insights about the participants’ claimed intention.

Suggestion Presentation

We next surveyed the participants’ preferences about the
presentation of the suggestions. According to our expectations, most participants would prefer seeing them after
having prepared their post and before publishing it (47%).
In contrast, 24% would favor a presentation while they are
composing their posts. Some 7% would trust the system
and let it automatically apply the generated suggestions.
For the latter users, the suggested audience would only be
displayed in case of active user request. We find this result quite surprising, as we expected that users would like
to keep the control on the audience and may not trust our
system to such extend. By doing so, they would however
reduce the number of interactions required, and hence the
corresponding overhead. The remaining participants do not
know which options they would prefer. One participant especially commented that she appreciated to be actively “reminded of the audience configuration” as in the first option.
However, the user interactions required in this step should
be kept to the minimum. Two participants mentioned that
only suggestions that have not be configured, confirmed, or
declined yet should be displayed. Another suggestion was to
allow users to choose and switch between different modes,
such as active display and background processing.

4.3.6

2
1

Figure 8: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score
attributed to the following statements: (A) I would
use this system, (B) This system would enhance my
confidence in protecting my privacy when sharing
content in online social networks, (C) This system
would enhance my confidence in choosing the appropriate audience for my posts, and (D) I would share
content more often using this system

4.3.5

3

Acceptance

We finally submitted to our participants multiple statements to be rated using a 5-point Likert scale. A score of
1 indicates a strong disagreement, while a score of 5 corresponds to a strong agreement. Figs. 8 and 9 compile the
results. In particular, 61% of our participants indicated
that they would use our approach. A majority thinks that
our approach would enhance their confidence in both protecting their privacy and choosing the appropriate audience
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Figure 9: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score
attributed to the following statements: (E) This system would help me to save time and effort when configuring my privacy preferences, (F) Applying and
adapting the suggestions would help me to reconsider the potential risks and consequences of sharing
content online, (G) I would trust the proposed system more if it takes into consideration my feedback,
and (H) I would trust the proposed suggestions

when sharing contents online (55% and 62%, respectively).
The remaining users are either undecided or did not agree
with the proposed statements. As a result of both latter
results, 33% indicated that they would post more content
online. Similarly, many participants believe that our approach would reduce the configuration overhead (64%) and
increase their awareness about potential risks for their privacy (67%). However, they are overall doubtful about the
accuracy of the suggestions and would trust the system more
if they are able to validate or invalidate suggestions (81%).
In summary, our participants are globally positive about
the proposed approach. Collecting and processing personal
data would not stop them from testing our system as soon
as all information remains on their devices. Participants are
ready to interact with the system and consider it as an important factor to be able to trust the proposed suggestions.

5.

DISCUSSION

The demographics of our participants may not be representative for the whole population. Indeed, a majority are
students and the most represented field is “natural science,
computer science, and engineering”. As a result, our participants may have more expertise and understanding when
interacting in online social networks than other population
groups. However, their answers do not significantly differ
from the other participants and the results show that most
of them are also struggling with existing solutions. Moreover, no significant impact has been observed between the
participants having tested our application and the others.
As all questionnaire-based studies, the answers provided
by our participants reflect their claimed opinions and not
necessarily their actual behavior. To investigate it under
realistic conditions, a real-world deployment should be conducted and is considered as future work. At the exception
of one question, the answers of the participants having installed our app however do not significantly differ from the
ones having only answered our questionnaire as shown by
Mann-Whitney U tests. In particular, the participants having installed our app rated the time overhead related to the
creation and management of contact lists significantly higher
than the others (U =74.5, n=34, p=0.015, r=12.8).
About the practical significance of the obtained results,

we observe two trends. Firstly, the differences observed between the perceived sensitivity of the different metadata collected as well as factors influencing the sensitivity of posted
contents are statistically significant, but show only small to
medium effect size. As a result, their practical significance
is limited. These results however primarily aim at refining
the design of our concept. In contrast, very large effect sizes
are obtained for the remaining results, which are hence both
statistically and practically significant.
In their free-text comments, several participants indicated
that they encountered difficulties to understand the configuration of the current Facebook privacy controls. Moreover,
the configuration overhead has already stopped several of
them from publishing content online. In these cases, our approach may be appropriate and support them. Unlike [26,
27], the most cited reason why participants are not sharing
content online is not the fear of sharing it with unintended
audience and the potential consequences, but their lack of
trust in the platform providers. Our approach provides no
solutions in this case.

6.

RELATED WORK

The results of our questionnaire-based study detailed in
Sec. 4 highlight that existing solutions are not optimal for
users. This observation is in line with [9, 10, 13, 28]. Indeed,
[13] shows that users encounter difficulties to translate their
privacy conception into settings in online social networks.
Predefined lists of contacts are especially shown to be inappropriate, as they do not consider the context [10] and the
content of the post [9]. Additionally, [28] demonstrates that
users have issues controlling what they share with overlapping contact lists. The aforementioned works however focus
on establishing the limitations of existing solutions, but do
not propose alternatives such as our approach.
One key component of our approach is the inference of the
nature of social relationships between users. To reach this
goal, different methods and data types have already been exploited. At a network level, e-mail traffic is analyzed in [6],
while interactions in an online social network are considered
in [12, 23, 24, 30]. In particular, [23, 24, 30] focus on analyzing the closeness between users to identify common interests
and hence make better content recommendations. However,
these works do not consider privacy issues. Moreover, calls
between mobile phone users are leveraged in [15, 17]. In
contrast, our approach relies on the analysis of local data
collected on each mobile phone. For example, [4, 20] base
their analysis on proximity data collected using Bluetoothenabled phones. These information are further completed
by locations, calls, and SMS in [5] to identify friends and
determine the nature of their relationships between symmetric and asymmetric friendships. Similar data are considered in [14] to distinguish relationships between family,
colleagues, and social contacts. These works however do not
consider using the inferred relationships to suggest privacy
settings to the users.
Based on the inferred relationships, our approach aims
at suggesting contacts with which users would like to share
their post. A similar idea is proposed in [2], in which only
features extracted from Facebook are considered to suggest
new members in order to complete the group currently created by the users. However, the proposed solution does not
take into account the posts’ sensitivity, and hence the users’
privacy protection. While existing solutions also work to-

wards assisting users in protecting their privacy, they adopt
different approaches. For example, several solutions focus
on defining general privacy policies and preferences, such as
[7, 11, 16, 21]. Our proposal differs from these solutions,
as we aim at providing suggestions tailored to the content
to be published instead of general policies. [25] also adopts
this idea by considering the sensitivity of the contents to
be posted, but additionally leverages the manually defined
users’ privacy preferences as well as the risk of exposure and
disclosure for each profile data. In contrast, we aim at relying on communication data available on the users’ mobile
phone to infer the nature of their social relationships rather
than only considering users’ inputs. Our work finally shares
similarities with [26], in which privacy nudges are introduced
to invite users to consider the content and audience of their
posts more carefully before publishing them. The nudges
however only aim at increasing the users’ awareness about
potential privacy issues, but do not support the users in the
selection of their sharing settings.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Online social networks and communities such as Facebook, Google+, Twitter, etc. are publishing user-generated
content with an steadily increasing pace. The use of mobile applications to share content has evolved from a niche
use case to the dominant form of content sharing for billions
of users. Controlling privacy settings is already challenging
on a desktop computer, hence, even avid users turn a blind
eye to privacy settings in mobile applications. Within our
work, we propose to support the user with suggestions for
appropriate access control list settings, thus facilitating to
remain in control of her privacy even on mobile platforms
with limited controls. These suggestions are derived from
the communication metadata of the user, which we propose
to analyze locally on her device. We have demonstrated the
feasibility of the extraction of this metadata by developing
an app that collects the data in a privacy-conscious manner
and deployed it in a real-world experiment involving 19 users
during one month. Our main contribution is an explorative
questionnaire-based study with 42 participants to guide us
in the design of the aforementioned privacy setting suggestion scheme that utilizes the gathered metadata. Our results
confirm related work in that existing privacy controls overtax the user. We additionally find that a substantial set of
users mistrust the platform provider to respect their privacy.
While the majority of users embraces the idea of privacy suggestions (and perceive it as helpful, time-saving, supportive,
and privacy-enhancing), there is also scepticism to have a
system scrutinizing communication metadata to mine the
necessary social relationships—even for a fully local implementation residing exclusively on the mobile system. At
the same time, keeping the data local was one of the most
important reasons to accept the analysis of communication
metadata at all. We further are able to identify some of the
most privacy-sensitive content categories for user generated
content. Altogether, we can show that user-friendly suggestions would be highly sought after by end users and have
the potential to tip the privacy scale in favor of the users.
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